Architect's
Supplemental Instructions

PROJECT: CNM ATC re-roof

ARCHITECT'S SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION NO: 1 – addendum 1

DATE OF ISSUANCE: 10/15/2013

OWNER: CNM

ARCHITECT: SMPC Architects
115 Amherst Drive, SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106

CONTRACTOR: Bidding phase

PROJECT NO: 13017

CONTRACT DATED: -

The Work shall be carried out in accordance with the following supplemental instructions issued in accordance with the Contract Documents without change in the Contract Sum or Contract Time. Proceeding with the Work in accordance with these instructions indicates your acknowledgment that there will be no change in the Contract Sum or Contract Time.

DESCRIPTION:

BID DATE CHANGED WAS 11 OCTOBER, IS NOW 16 OCTOBER 2013; 3 PM PURCHASING DEPARTMENT, CNM MAIN CAMPUS, 525 BUENA VISTA SE, A BUILDING ROOM A109 (FORMRLY A128)

SECTION 00150-2 OF SPECIFICATIONS REFERENCES IF US GOVERNMENT PRIME CONTRACT IS USED. THERE IS NO FEDERAL FUNDING, THEREFORE BUY AMERICAN IS NOT REQUIRED.

SHEET AD101

ADD GENERAL AREA AND NOTE 02-4119.C1 TO AREA ATOP HIGH ROOF TO EAST

ADD GENERAL NOTES:

G. VERIFY CONDUIT NOT IN USE PRIOR TO REMOVAL
H. ROOF CURBS >8” ABOVE FINISHED ROOF, AFTER NEW ROOFING APPLIED, DO NOT REQUIRE NEW CURBS.

SHEET A101

SHEET KEYED NOTES ADDED:

43.A PIPE SUPPORTS COMPOSITE POSTS 5X5 WITH SLIP SHEET UNDER, ANGLED TO ALLOW DRAINAGE PIPE SRAPPED TO POSTS

SHEET A501


DETAIL E1, CANT OPENING AT SCUPPER SO TOP IS 8 INCHES FROM PARAPET AND BOTTOM 4, INSET TPO METAL PAN SLOPED TO DRAIN. OVERLAP AND WELD FLASHING ON TO METAL
ATTACHMENTS: TO FOLLOW, THE NEW BID DATE ACCELERATED THE ISSUE.

ISSUED BY:

*Tymn Waters*